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Plant populations:

This study involved three different groups of plant material, i.e. the Col-wt and Col-ddm1 parental lines of

the epiRIL population, the Col-wt epiRILs and 10 natural accessions. Seeds for Col-wt and Col-ddm1 parental

lines were obtained as described in [1]. Construction of the Col-wt epiRILs has been fully described elsewhere

[1]. Col-wt epiRILs correspond to the first subline of BC1-S5 (F7) plants. Due to few available seeds for some

plant lines, 477 out of 505 Col-wt epiRILs were used in this study. To reduce maternal effects, seeds for the

Col-wt and Col-ddm1 parental lines and the Col-wt epiRILs were produced in the same greenhouse conditions

at INRA Versailles.

In order to compare phenotypic diversity between epiRILs and a set of natural accessions, we first con-

structed a phenotypic space by running a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on 20 quantitative traits scored

on 240 worldwide natural accessions in greenhouse conditions (treatment without vernalization) [2]. Quanti-

tative traits included morphological, phenological, architectural and fitness-related traits. Since quantitative

traits were expressed in different units, PCA was run on a correlation matrix based on quantitative traits

standardized to zero mean and unit variance (Systat 12 software). The phenotypic space was determined by

the two first axes of the PCA explaining 47.6% of the phenotypic variation (first axis: 26.1%, second axis:

21.5%). For the purpose of this study, ten natural accessions have been chosen according to two conditions.

Firstly, natural accessions should not require a vernalization treatment to induce flowering. Secondly, in order

to maximize the phenotypic diversity observed at the worldwide scale, natural accessions should spread over

the phenotypic space. This resulted in the selection of the following accessions: An-1, En-1, Gr-1, Hs-0, Is-0,

Jm-0, Ka-0, Nd-1, Per-1 and Sap-0. To reduce maternal effects, seeds for the ten natural accessions were

produced under controlled greenhouse conditions (16-h photoperiod, 20 degrees C) at the University of Lille

1.



 

Field experiment:

An experiment of over 6000 plants was set up according to a factorial randomized block design involving six

blocks, where all combinations of two factors were included in each block. The first factor corresponds to the

plant lines of each plant material group described above. The second factor corresponds to a density treatment

simulating two levels of intra-specific competition, as previously described in [3]. The low-density (absence of

competition) and high-density (presence of competition) treatments simulate two competitive environments

frequently observed in natural populations of A. thaliana.

Each block was represented by 17 arrays of 66 individual wells (6 lines x 11 columns, �4 cm, vol.≈38cm3)

(TEKU, JP 3050/66) filled with damp standard culture soil (Huminsubstrat N3, Neuhaus). Twenty-two wells

were left empty in the 17th tray, resulting in 1100 planting wells. Density treatment was randomly assigned

to one-half of the planting wells. Each density treatment was an independent randomization of 10 replicates

per parental line (n = 2), 1 replicate per Col-wt epiRIL (n = 477) and 3 replicates per natural accession (n =

10).

For both low-density and high-density treatments, three seeds were sown in the central position of each

well. In the high-density treatment, each central focal plant were surrounded by six A. thaliana neighbors

evenly spaced 1cm away in each direction and all plants within a well belonged to the same plant line. Seeds

were sown a block per day between from 7-12 March 2007 in a greenhouse mimicking the outdoor conditions

(no additional light or heating) and protecting seeds from rainfall. Germination date was monitored in each

well 4th and 8th day after sowing. A. thaliana seeds in the central position that had not germinated 14 days

after sowing (proportion = 0.9%) were replaced by extra-seedlings of the same plant line from the same block.

A. thaliana seeds at the surrounding positions in the high-density treatment that had not germinated 14 days

after sowing (proportion = 3.1%) were replaced by extra-seedlings of the same plant line from the same block

or from other blocks. Central focal seedlings were thinned to one per well 15 days after the sowing, keeping

the first germinated seedling.



 

During all the growing period in the greenhouse, arrays were rotated every other day to minimize potential

effects of micro-environmental variation. Plants were transplanted a block per day between from 2-7 April

2007, i.e. 26 days after sowing, into a tilled common garden located at the University of Lille 1. The six

blocks were arranged at 75cm spacing in the common garden. Each block was represented by grid of 11 lines

by 100 columns (Supplementary Figure 2a), with central focal plants spaced at 10cm to avoid competition

among focal plants (Supplementary Figure 2b). The plants were watered for a week to ease the acclimatizing

to common garden conditions. Vertebrate herbivores were excluded by two successive fences. Molluscicide

(PhytorexJ, Bayer Jardin) was scattered across the common garden to prevent slug attacks.

Phenotyping:

We measured several quantitative traits that have been described as non-collinear and as related to adaptation

in A. thaliana [2]. In the common garden, central focal plants were monitored for floral transition every day

from April 14 2007 to 28 May 2007. Flowering time was scored as the number of days between germination

and the appearance of the first open flower. The experiment stopped when all plants senesced, i.e. all fruits

(i.e. pod) were mature. At the end of the experiment, the aboveground portion of each focal plant was

collected and stored at 4 degrees C for further phenotyping.

Since one block located at the edge of the common garden was invaded by Trifolium campestre in June, we

were unable to collect the focal plants in this specific block. In the remaining five blocks, three architectural

traits were measured on all focal plants: height from soil to first fruit, height of the main stem, maximal plant

height. We note here that, in some epiRILs, we observed more resources allocation to primary branches than

to the main stem. As a consequence, maximal height appeared to correlate poorly with the height of the main

stem. For this reason, we chose to measure both traits seperately. Dry above-ground biomass expressed in mg

was measured on all focal plants. In three randomly chosen blocks, four fitness-related traits were measured



 

for all focal plants in the high-density treatment. We separately counted the number of fruits produced on the

main stem and the primary branches on the main stem. Since the length of a fruit strongly correlates with the

number of seeds contained within it [4], we also estimated separately the fruit size (calculated as the average

of three randomly chosen fruits) on the main stem and the primary branches on the main stem.

Heritability estimates (H2):

Heritability estimates in this study focused on main effects by pooling plants from both density treatments.

Hence, let yi,j denote the treatment-adjusted (i.e. competition and block effect) phenotypic value for the jth

plant of the ith line. Phenotypes were log2-transformed when deemed appropriate. We modeled the line-effect

using a random intercepts model:

yi,j = β0 + bizi,j + εi,j , (1)

where β0 is a common fixed intercept, bi is the random intercept of the ith line, zi,j is an index variable

and εi,j is the error. Assume that bi ∼ N(0,Ψ2), εi,j ∼ N(0, σ2

i ), and cov(εi,j , εi,j′) = 0. Estimates were

obtained by maximum likelihood (lme4 library in R, [5]). We evaluated the line-effect by testing H0 : Ψ2 =

0 vs. HA : Ψ2 > 0 via the likelihood ratio test. Broad-sense heritability was calculated as

Ĥ2 = Ψ̂2/σ̂2(�y). (2)

Standard errors (SE) for Ĥ2 were obtained using 3000 bootstrap samples (mcmcsamp function in R).

Estimates of the number of QTL:

Estimates of the number of QTL (N) were obtained using [6]:

N =
3D2

(1− 2τ)2
1 + (1− 2τ)2(2r̄ − 1)/(2r̄ + 1)

16Ψ̂2 + 3D2(2r̄ − 1)/(2r̄ + 1)
, (3)

where D is the parental mean difference, r̄ = 0.44 is the average recombination fraction and τ is the av-

erage transgression potential between the parents. In this approximation we assume full stability of induced



 

(epi)alleles. This assumption could be relaxed to account for possible reversion of epialleles or other time-

dependent behaviors [6]. The standard errors (SE) were obtained using a nonparametric bootstrap approach.

Average estimates of the number of QTL and H2:

For Fig. 1C we calculated the average number of QTL and heritability for two different trait categories. Let

Êj denote the estimate (either for heritability or QTL number) for the jth of n traits. The average is

Ê =

n∑
j=1

wjÊj , (4)

where wj is a sample size weight wj = Nj/
∑

j Nj . To obtain the standard errors (SE) of Ê, we calculate

σ(Ê)2. We approximate this quantity using

σ(Ê)2 =

n∑
j=1

w2

jσ(Êj)
2 + 2

∑
i<j

wjwicov(Êj , Êi). (5)

Since the genetic correlations between traits are only modest, the terms cov(Êj , Êi) are negligible. The vari-

ance terms σ(Êj)
2 (j = 1, ..., n) are obtained from 3000 stratified bootstrap samples.
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